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Abstract

The pursuit of architectural discourse is indeed

This set of work is focus on being in light of light.

a search for a better material existence of space

By understanding its behavior rid of information, a

serving the immaterial. Meaningful space should

framework can be created to contain light for one to

outreach beyond its actuality, satisfying more

notice, to celebrate its presence.

than the basic pragmatist. It should generate
an experience evoking appropriate sequence of
emotions, expressing the current life and culture.
Light should surely be the subject of the discourse
then, because that space conveys most of its
intentionality through altering the behavior of light,
while we also contributes to the alteration with
our inhabitation. Like a silent speech, Light doesn’t
merely conduct the spatial actuality; it also conveys
the emotions attached through the performance in
time.
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The sun draws a volumetric
figure on the sidewalk of
a bus stop. An old lady
walked into the space
defined by the figure to
shelter from the harsh
winter weather. She also
had to turn her back on the
sun to shield herself from
the unpleasant light.

Paragraphs on Light

The quality of space could be viewed as articulations

From bright to dark, harsh to soft, we have an

of material in composition. Yet, from the human

expanded array of words to describe the quality

perspective, space is formed mostly by light and

of light, and each one alone could evoke certain

understood through our eyes.

setting of emotions; each one is connected to a
real sense of spatiality. In writings, a set of words

Louis Kahn once said, “All material is nature, the

narrates the light of space worth more than any well

mountain and the streams and the air and we, are

rendered drawings. Nothing could better illustrate

made of light which has been spent…” This poetical

the sensation of presence. Like writing, through the

quotation brilliantly describes the relation between

animation of light, architects are designing transient

light and architecture. And poetic it should be, since

moments of experience to produce permanent

light is not only a necessity, but also a media, the

memories of space. As words are everything to a

language of space, transmitting emotions within.

writer, so is light to me.
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Direct sunlight is brilliant and harsh, rather
unpleasant to the eyes. It draws with a sharp edge
through its omnipotence separating the shadow
from the light. Contrastingly, the ambient light
through the atmosphere is soft, comfortable and
full of possibilities. As the atmosphere changes,
the ambient light changes. We associate moods
with different settings of ambient light, happy and
optimistic with a clear blue sky, while miserable and
pessimistic during a gloomy overcast.
Early times in human history, understandings of
the world, such as time, are mostly based on
understandings of the sun. The sun is the ultimate
time-keeping mechanism. No matter how accurate
a clock might be, the data provided by it can only be
brought into senses by recalling the experience of a
certain setting of sunlight. A scene covered in slight
haze with golden sparkles painted onto façades,
although not very accurate, connected to the
concept of an early morning with the mind better
than telling an exact measure of time, just as most
people don’t mind their watch is slightly off.
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Buildings had always been crafted in consideration
of the natural light, some simple, some complex;
some practical, some romantic. Through
combination of materials and geometrical openings,
various settings of light could be created. However,
the difficulty of adapting to natural light increases
with certain physical limitations. For example, it is
not possible to exercise the same consideration of
sunlight to every single division of space. Moreover,
the structure might become inconceivable, if the
volume of a single space becomes too large. For
complex programs, there is always a hierarchy in
terms of spatial dedication to sunlight. One could
imagine a large volume of space focusing on the
sun that’s shared by other smaller spaces. Such as
an atrium that’s the whole height of the building
with selective openings in the roof marking the
space with slit of brilliance. In a recently completed
project, designed by Steve Holl for the Glasgow
School of Art, large structured light wells are placed
rhythmically throughout the building, establishing a
sectional connection of light. It is a fantastic project
demonstrate the endeavor designing for light, yet, it
is unable to render every space with the abundance
of natural light.
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Around the late 1800s, when Georges Seurat

The condition of inhabitation had changed quite

was painting the concert with Conte crayon, he

dramatically since the industrial revolution. For

discovered that the natural whiteness of the paper

better or for worse, people started to inhabit a space

could not sufficiently represent the shine of the

in a more static manner, the design of buildings

electrical lights illuminating the stage. Therefore,

and spaces were guided mostly by the pursuit of

he had to resort to paint the lights with pure white

efficiency. Also, with the rapid progress regarding

gauche. As the strange foreign texture of the gauche

information technologies, virtual inhabitation had

on Conte crayon paintings, the works really had

taken over a significant portion of our interactions

represented the odd experience of the electrical

with the physical world. In my opinion, the art of

lights in the earlier times. Since then, the progress in

architecture had been left behind by these changes.

technology of lights has been continuously triggering
shifts of our inhabitation environment. Just like the
sunlight, the electrical lights are able to produce
different settings of moods also through combination
of the parameters, such as the cool and bright fill
light of a laboratory, or the warm and dim candle light
of a lounge bar. With the wide adaptation of digital
technology of today, the led technology proofs to
be the next generation of emitters. They are able to
alter the quality of light instantly, color, brightness,
directionality. To me, this revolutionizes the mentality
of spatial design. Since spaces are fundamentally
formed by light, with the ability to alter the setting
of light as desired, the quality of space should no

The 4th floor main studio

longer be constant. Physical form of the space

of he RISD architecture

could become a servant to the changing light, a

building is an easy space

stage for performances. Just like how the sun could

to forget to the passing

animate across an interior space through openings,
the artificial light would be able to reproduce the

of time, especially on
overcast days and at night.
Only momentarily, on a

same sensation of time elapsing through careful

bright sunny day, direct

implementation.

sunlight would enter the
space through the overly
tall windows, providing
a slit of dynamics to the
otherwise stale space.
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LIGHT AS MEMORY
LIGHT AS DRAWING
LIGHT AS CONTRAST
LIGHT AS SOLID
LIGHT AS VOID
LIGHT AS LIGHT
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Brilliant, as direct sunlight,
omnipotent, harsh and
distinct seperation between
light and dark, extreme
contrast, uncomfortable to
the eyes, warmth, uplifting

Our understanding of Light originates from

These drawings on light are a representation of

accumulated experiences of observation. Our

personal correlation of words describing light. The

minds have been trained since birth about

simple gestures rid of detail of scene, focusing on

the phenomenon of light. Through the shared

illustrating the most immediate property of a lighting

intentionality, these understandings could then

condition within personal understandings.

be communicated through language. The shared
intentionality, though, based on visual experiences,

The drawings are abstractions of bodily

language can never communicate the exact of the

experiences, the figures are inherently ephemeral

visual information, as Ludwig Wittgenstein has

and incorporeal, yet they suggest inhabitation with

stated, ‘what can be shown, cannot be said’.

implied materiality.
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LIGHT AS data
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The most memorable experience with light was a

Then, it flickered shining through the trees,

train ride going north on the highlands of Scotland. It

disappeared altogether concealed by the mountains

was a rare sunlight filled afternoon, and the sun was

or sparkled on the ceiling passing by the ripple

hanging rather low in the sky. The route from Fort

surface of water. I could explained all the effects

Williams to Mallaig was extremely scenic, crossing

with the theory of physics, but, more than its

the great high plains, meandering through the Bens

parts, I could never explained the sensation that I

and Lochs, landscape morphing around you one

experienced. The complexity of the vibrancy made

second to the next. Yet, it’s the performance of light

me feel that I know nothing about it. On the way

within the carriage fascinated me the most. Riding

back, as the sun set just before the horizon, the

on the plains, the sun projected distinct geometries

sunlight becomes bearable to look directly into, I

of the windows onto the opposite side of the

choose to stare at it tracking its remaining path,

carriage. The patches wander as the train slowly

painting the atmosphere into various shades of

turning with the tracks, marking and interacting with

orange. Then I realize that never before had I paid

the objects and surfaces each distinct with unique

so much attention to its position, never had I cared

optical characters.

to know where it actually was. But, our sense of
time is only as good as our experience with the
sun.
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LIGHT AS PAINT
LIGHT AS MATERIAL
LIGHT AS OBJECT
LIGHT AS LANGUAGE
LIGHT AS CONVERSATION
LIGHT AS LIGHT

Light resides between the mind and the physical
world. It serves as a courier of information, a
language through which the space communicates
with us. Mostly, space is a concert and we are
the audiences listening patiently, couldn’t make
a sound. I wish, though, to hold a conversation,
personality intermingling with spatial quality. It could
be a duet, a debate, murmur or a casual chat. It
would reveal understandings that were previously
hidden, not because they are elusive, only us not
asking the right question.
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A convincing spatial
composition could be
created only when the
two dimensional figure
of light engages with the
perspectival quality of the
space.

To obtain the purest responses, the space must
rid of all light, all noise, ready to listen to what I
have to say. Yet, with no light, I could only fumble
through the conversation gingerly, basing the next
line on the last one. Moreover, to make sense of
the conversation, the exchanges are recorded and
compile into still visual documents. Through the
accumulation of the documents, every conversation
is better than the last, with every conversation I’m
getting more intimate with the space, with every
conversation I’ve learned more about the language
of light.
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A collection of selected
light painting experiments.
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LIGHT AS LINKAGE
LIGHT AS VOID
LIGHT AS INTERVENTION
LIGHT AS LIGHT
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The process of photography collapses both the
experiential dimension and time, leaving an
interpretation of space and event. if one would
ask to draw the plan of a frame of film, obeying
conventions, it would be represented as a single
line. Yet, the temporal space suggested at the both
sides of the line is infinite.
This phase of the discourse is in effort to bing out
the temporal space within the recordings. The three
dimensional objects resulted would be resemblance
in effect as it can be consider to be an temporal
projection of the two dimensional photograph in
time.

I mostly read the light bars in the recordings to be
interacted with the surface of the space. With an
single point perspective system, the lines of light
are then projected onto the surface of the space,
cutting and carving through the enclosure, creating
and linkage between the within and the without.
Yet, the carved aperture transmits the actuality of
the neighboring space, while the photograph, to me,
suggest that the light originates from more than just
on the other side of the wall. Due to the single point
perspective nature of the operation, the carved
openings can only be viewed as a line from one
single view point.
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The process of creating the
urban scale matte painting,
including procedures like,
initial line sketch to scene
rendering.

Scale of the discourse has not been determined.
Therefore as a parallel exploration, These collages
are made attempting to tease out the appropriate
scale of the intervention.
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Glass in architecture, transitionally, is used as an

With this property, the temporal space suggested by

envelope surface that interact with light in various

the photograph can be constructed out of chards of

way depends on types of characteristics. Mostly,

glass casted in plaster and enclosed in a dark box.

it allows light passing while maintaining enclosure.

The edges of the glass is emitting intensive amount

Rarely, would architecture pursuit deeper into its

of light drawing from the outside, while the pane

physical properties.

almost disappear.

Optical fibers that transfers information across great
distance through a phenomenon known as the
total internal reflection. Depending on the materials
indexes of refractions, when light is entering the
glass at a critical angle (41 degrees with Soda Lime
Glass), the light will travel and be reflected by the
surface of he glass completely until a surface that
wouldn’t meet the critical angle no longer.
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Plaster Cast of the critical
volume of light. The forms
are kept consistent by 3d
printed quick release molds
and a 41 degree base.
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Paragraphs on Emotions
‘Is there a difference between architecture and building?’

The definition from a good dictionary describes

Don Norman, a designer, scholar, had told a short

architecture as an art and practice of designing and

story about his collection of teapots at the beginning

constructing buildings. Therefore, the question

of his book on emotional design. He'd stated

is a bit of an oxymoron, since, according to the

that, he rarely uses them to brew tea. But, he also

definition, and there should be a clear hierarchical

exhibited deeper emotional connections surpassing

relationship. Architecture is an art, and building is

their utilitarian purposes. They simply, for various

the physical product of the art. Yet, I would argue

reasons, made him happy. There is a similar

that they are somewhat of a parallel stature. And

emotional gap between the concept of enclosure

some, or should I say majority of, the buildings

and inhabitation. Enclosure illustrates spaces’ role

constructed had no intervention from the architects.

providing a utilitarian stage for activities, while

Building, a structure with a roof and walls, suggests

inhabitation advocates space being an integral

a structure that obtains enclosure. Completion

part of activities, participating, and enhancing the

of such structure, especially after the industrial

experiences through stimulation of emotions.

revolution, doesn’t need the practice of architecture,

Therefore, I believe, going back to the starting

and engineers probably would offer a much better

question, architecture is about designing for better

solution in all measurable aspects. Presently,

inhabitation through spatial composition upon the

architecture is not a necessity, rather a luxury. It

satisfaction of the utilitarian needs. Architecture is

is a search for a state of great or greater comfort

different from buildings, because it should be rather

and elegance, especially involving great expenses.

irrational and emotional.

Architecture offers experiences beyond quantifiable
qualities, and the value of such intervention

Several years back, in the field of psychology, a

connects directly to our sensual perception of the

common belief is that emotions that couldn’t be

world, where the fashionable linear logic of this era

explained logically, such as the personal obsession

fails to express.

with an object, are a leftover in human evolution.
It supposed to be an inferior aspect of our mental
process that’s largely detrimental. Contemporary
psychology had reversed the notion stating that
we couldn’t really operate without emotions. It is a
higher form of intelligence that we couldn’t yet fully
comprehend. Although, not yet fully understood
by science, the effects of emotion are abundant
to be observed and studied empirically. Through
our personal experiences, design decisions could
be made to suppress or enhance a certain type
of emotion, in turn enhancing the spatial quality
appropriately.
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Another fascination is the architectural spaces
written in literature. These texts grant the ability
of seeing through imagination. Some of the texts
describe none of the architecture attributes directly.
Though, by only conveying emotion, language is
able to conjure an eloquent sense of presence,
which was most difficult to match via any visual
representation. One may argue that language
is fairly imprecise working through imagination.
Yet, the tantalizing question would be why they
appear to be so eloquent. Without sounding too
much inline with idealism, the mostly likely answer
would be accepting emotions being quintessential
in experiences of spaces. I would then further
argue that emotions are the products of sensual
perception. They are mental projections of the
experience. Just like Mr. Norman’s teapots, the
meaning of their physical existence is to serve the
subjective realm of emotions.
More public and experiential programs had always
been focus on spatial ambiance through artistic
and emotional sensibility of the architects, such
as Peter Zumthor with his well-received theory
of phenomenology. However, the more densely
packed program of today that is mostly driven by
programmatic criteria had been left untouched.
These are the programs that denied the luxury of
architecture in favor of the efficiency of buildings.
How does one then provide a new type of
architectural intervention to generate emotional
affect for programmatic spaces allowing better dayto-day inhabitation?
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LIGHT AS DISPLACEMENT
LIGHT AS STRUCTURE
LIGHT AS MOVEMENT
LIGHT AS LIGHT
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Hypothetically, one could imagine a gargantuan pane
of glass spanning few hundred feet, penetrating
through multiple levels of inhabitation. The glass
would give structure while also bringing light from
up top to down-below while maintaining most of
its intensity. And the level of inhabitable spaces are
created by the displacement of other glass and their
attached critical volumes. The spaces then would
be connected through the glass, transmitting a hint
of inhabitation from another space. Though, the
behavior of light can’t be interpreted by us into any
useful information, it provides a sense of position
and liveliness gathered from other spaces.
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Identical glass and critical volume are packed in an
rotating ascending order throughout a rectilinear
volume. The juxtaposition of the identical volumes
carved out of the rectilinear geometry, leaving a
tower like structure with complex spatial conditions.
Then each of the carved volume had been given
a thickness to further reveal the more complex
interior space resides between those carved
volumes.
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The structure then is positioned on to an imagery
landscape created from the extended critical
volumes. A lake that provide reflection of the
sky and scenes around into the spaces above. A
mountain framing the sun and the view, extended
60

the activity space beyond the structure itself.
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In order to start giving it a sense of scale and
experience, the final part of the work is to focus on
providing a vertical circulation and subdivision of
existing spaces.
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‘Design is an expression of the purpose, and it may later to be judged as
art; design depends largely on constraints and it is a method of action.’

A design that neglects its purpose would lost its
meaning. The action of design, then, is always
reactive rather than initiative. It is a process that
entertains the constraints, since, constrains

Paragraphs on
Context and Program

informs the proceedings of design by limiting its
possibilities. Context and program represent all
constrains in the process of architectural design.
Micro scale contexts are everything related to
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Context is the external justification of the purpose;

a collection of inhabitants, an individual and the

it governs all acquired aspects of architectural

body. In my opinion, it is the guideline of achieving

design. At the macro scale, context includes the

comfort both physically and emotionally, the biggest

physical and cultural conditions of the site. With

differentiator of the practice of architecture to

the current emphasize on the urban mode of living,

buildings. If we persist with the examples of the

the global urban population accounted 54 percent

working space, furniture manufacturer Herman

of the total population as of 2014. This has created

Miller introduced the cubicle configuration in 1967.

extremely challenging macro contexts especially

The design was intended to focus on the provision

at the condensed nodes of major metropolitans.

of a more private, personalized workspace than

Without careful considerations and respects to the

the open-plan while maximize the efficiency per

existing contexts, particularly the social and cultural

unit footprint. The system had a dramatic social

domain of the context, many precedents, imaginary

impact till today with its dehumanizing effect as a

or actual, had been deficient in design. Such as

working environment. Moreover, its commercial

the utopian project designed by Le Corbusier, Ville

success with corporation clients had deprecated

Radiuses symbolizes a vision of order, however,

practice of architecture regarding micro contexts

the generalization and simplification of the social

of a gratifying workspace. Workers in such space

condition meant it would not be able to succeed if

is not treated as emotional human beings, but,

it was truly realized. Space economy and efficiency

inspecting cubicle layout plans, they are more like

are the most concerned constrains currently,

a dock for mechanical parts as one would find in a

especially with the increase of virtual inhabitation of

machine blueprint. The problem with the cubicles

the digital realm, the footprint limit of an inhabitable

does not lie in the concept of sub-dividing a space

space would keep on dwindling. For example,

into personalized quarters, but lies in the attitude

some contemporary working environment does not

toward the space. It had planned, as the space

require the need for physical storages, and with the

is only a shell to contain, rather a space to be

current development in cloud storage services, even

inhabited. Most of the working space constructed

dedicated server room space could be ruled out in

in the last half of the 20th century was designed to

future designs. The space, pragmatically, only need

fit cubicles, leaving the floor plan completely open.

to contain working surfaces fit for laptops, a chair

Also, couple with the blatant reliance on utilitarian

and enough circulation. And in the condensed urban

electrical fill lights and mechanical ventilation

nodes, it would very likely to happen if the contexts

systems; these buildings are truly dreadful from an

at the micro scale had not been taken into account.

architectural standpoint.

Unlike contexts, program is more innate, or artificial
in comparison. Thus, it is much more flexible with
its requirements. Its basic principles are always
left open for interpretation. Beyond the concrete
requirements, the designed combination of them
could yield conditions that benefit the performance
of each individual program. Also, it would create
opportunities to enhance the overall quality of
inhabitation that are difficult to provide for certain
programs alone. One of the most effective ways
of composing a program combination is to mix
public with the private; the juxtaposition would
create spaces that breathe at the urban scale and
stimulate movements and sense of connection
within. Also, one could imagine a private auditorium
situated in the urban environment is designed with
the capacity for public use on selected occasions,
or, pragmatically, the benefit of artist studio spaces
that are intertwined together by a market like gallery
space. Mix used program creates challenge in
arrangements too, though, mostly beneficial from a
spatial quality point of view, since it is much easier
to start narrate and experiment with new spatial
sequence and transitional moments.
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Epilogue
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OMA’s description of the theoretically wellknown Tres Grande Biblioteque of 1989 states
‘The ambition of this project is to rid architecture
of responsibilities it can no longer sustain and
to explore this new freedom aggressively. It
suggests that, liberated from its former obligations,
architecture’s last function will be the creation
of they symbolic spaces that accommodate the
persistent desire for collectivity.’ This statement
intrigued, and still resonates with me everyday
observing the rapid change of the world, shifting
from the physical to the virtual. I was born around
the same time the Tres Grande Biblioteque was
designed, growing up experiencing the rapid
progress of the digital realm. Retrospectively,
our social behaviors had been altered within 30
years in scale that would take probably a few
centuries before. Just as Rem Koolhaas suggested,
architecture had been denied a lot of responsibilities
that shaped the practice originally, left architecture
practice scrambling for meanings of existence.
Over the years, we had mixed ourselves with the
businessman, the technocrats, the philosophers,
the politicians, the socialists and the artists, yet, it
had seemed that we failed to fathom our unique
value as a profession, resulting an image of jack
of all trades, ace of none. However, it should
have been clear, as it is quite simple and obvious.
We are the insights, masters and visionaries of
the artificial human inhabitation. We specified
in resolving relationship between human and
the built world at all scales, from the universe
down to the body. With the adaptation of virtual
inhabitation substituting significant portion of
physical inhabitation, notwithstanding, architecture
needs to be able to allocate its values. I intend to
establish a harmonious architectural stage for the
new paradigm of inhabitation focusing on emotions.
As Rem Koolhaas suggested almost 3 decades
ago, architecture needs to explore this newfound
freedom from the traditional responsibilities
aggressively. Space should design to participate
the inhabitation, not merely containing it. Also,
considering the physical constrains of contemporary
metropolitan areas, light is the perfect instrument
to realize the symbolic meanings for desires of
architectural spaces.
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